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Persistent maladaptive memories that maintain drug seeking

and are resistant to extinction are a hallmark of addiction. As

such, disruption of memory reconsolidation after retrieval has

received attention for its therapeutic potential. Unrestrained

reconsolidation may have the opposite effect, leading to

reiterative and cumulative strengthening of memory over long

periods of time. Here we review the molecular mechanisms

underlying reconsolidation of appetitive and drug-rewarded

memories, and discuss how these findings contribute to our

understanding of the nature of this process. Finally, we suggest

that drug-induced alterations to signal transduction might lead

to dysregulation of reconsolidation, causing enhancements of

drug-related memory after retrieval, and significantly contribute

to the compulsive drug seeking that is a core component of

addiction.
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Memory reconsolidation, the process by which memories

are restabilized after retrieval, may have special relevance

to addiction both for the treatment potential [1–4] and as a

mechanism for maintaining and strengthening the cue–
drug relationship over time. The study of reconsolidation

was kick-started after a 30-year hiatus [5], by studies from

Nader et al. [6], who described the disruption of Pavlovian

fear memories by anisomycin administered after retrieval.

This study demonstrated first, that consolidated mem-

ories could be ‘erased’ after retrieval, and second, that

mechanistically, this so-called ‘reconsolidation’ process

resembled the original consolidation in its requirement

for protein synthesis.

Findings on reconsolidation come from a variety of mem-

ory tasks [7,8,9�,10,11] and species [11–14] and have
www.sciencedirect.com 
several important implications. First, if memories can

be disrupted after retrieval, then this may have potential

for treatment of persistent or exaggerated memory in

disorders such as post-traumatic stress disorders and

addiction. Second, given the similarities between the

initial storage of memory and an active reconsolidation

process after retrieval, it is possible that reconsolidation

may not only maintain, but also update or strengthen

memories after retrieval. This latter possibility may be a

means by which memories become exaggerated over

time, even without additional training trials (or exposures

to the reinforcer) and thus may contribute to the etiology

of disorders such as PTSD and addiction.

Studies of reconsolidation have begun to describe the

signal transduction and transcription events required for

postretrieval stabilization of memory. In this review, we

will discuss these findings and how understanding the

molecular networks required will inform our conceptual-

ization of reconsolidation, its relationship with memory

consolidation, and its potential role in both treatment and

development of the compulsive drug seeking that is a

core component of addiction.

How is reconsolidation studied?
The protocol for studying memory reconsolidation typi-

cally involves three phases: a training phase, a reactivation

phase after which manipulations occur, and test (see

Figure 1A). Memory reactivation is triggered by presen-

tation of the conditioned stimulus (CS), without (and

sometimes with) the occurrence of the unconditioned

stimulus (US).

In general, study of memory requires a change in beha-

vior. For example, we attribute expression of a response

to a previously reinforced cue to the formation and storage

of a memory (Figure 1B). Similarly, a decrease in behavior

after multiple exposures to previously conditioned cues is

attributed to expression of extinction learning

(Figure 1C). In contrast, reconsolidation, a mechanism

that maintains memory after retrieval, should result in no

behavioral change (Figure 1D). Without further evi-

dence, however, it is difficult to attribute ‘no change’

in behavior as evidence for an active process. In order to

determine whether an active reconsolidation process

occurs after memory retrieval, procedures aimed at dis-

rupting or enhancing memory are used. Here, if manip-

ulation after retrieval causes changes in behavior, then we

can conclude there is an active process occurring at this

time. Manipulations can range from behavioral [7,15,16�]
to pharmacological [6,17,18] to genetic [19,20], allowing

for the dissection of roles of various proteins and gene
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How reconsolidation is studied. (a) Schematic of typical reconsolidation paradigms. Animals are trained on a Pavlovian memory task with one or many

trials. At least one day after the end of training, memory reactivation is induced by re-exposure to the CS, at which time manipulations are applied. At

least 24 hours after reactivation, animals undergo a test of responding to the CS. In (b) acquisition/consolidation, and (c) extinction, we infer an active

process by observing a change in behavior (filled circles). Disruption of this process leads to no change in behavior (open circles). In contrast, (d)

reconsolidation causes no observable change in behavior (filled circles). Evidence for an active process stems from changes in behavior as a

consequence of manipulations (e.g. disruption, open circles).
products in the stabilization of memory after retrieval. In

addition to behavioral changes, imaging and quantitative

methods are used to determine which signaling pathways

are active after retrieval, providing further evidence for

activation of a memory-storage related process.

Molecular mechanisms of reconsolidation
In the studies discussed here, reward-related Pavlovian

tasks, including conditioned place preference and Pavlo-

vian approached are used, with drug, food, or sucrose

reinforcers. By detailing the similarities with other pro-

cesses and specificity of activation in time, task, and brain

region after retrieval, a picture of the mechanisms of

reconsolidation in these paradigms has started to emerge.

NMDA receptors play a crucial role in memory reconso-

lidation [18,21–28] as does CB1R [29,30], and changes in

GABA activity [9�,31]. Intracellular signaling molecules,

including both PKA [17,32�] and CREB [33] are also

required for reconsolidation of reward related memories.

In these procedures, retrieval of appetitive memory acti-

vates a number of signaling cascades, including the extra-

cellular signal regulated kinase (ERK) [33,34], the

immediate early gene Egr1 [22,35–39] and phosphoryl-

ation of the AMPA subunit GluR1 [34,40], CdK5 [41] and

glycogen synthase 3 [42].

Given the promiscuous nature of many kinases, the out-

come of their activity is determined by subcellular local-

ization and other concurrent signaling events [43], it will
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2013, 23:573–580 
be important to understand the pathways through which

each molecule is acting. Indeed, the same kinase can

exert very different effects depending on mechanism of

activation, the subcellular compartment, and the avail-

ability and proximity of downstream effectors [44]. There

is some evidence detailing the pathways of by which

identified proteins exert their effects (Figure 2). For

example, reconsolidation requires activation NMDA

receptors and CaMKII, possibly via prevention of GluR1

phosphorylation [40]. The activation of ERK, PKA/

CREB pathways are consistent with the receptors

required for memory reconsolidation and the role of

Egr1 [45]. PKA/CREB is downstream of several receptor

types, including b-adrenergic receptors, which are also

required for memory reconsolidation [24,46–51]. Sim-

ilarly, ERK is triggered by NMDAR receptor activation.

Furthermore, CDK5 modulates glutamatergic signaling

[52] and may influence reconsolidation via NMDARs.

The apparent similarities in molecular mechanisms

underlying consolidation and reconsolidation suggest that

the latter process plays a crucial role in the maintenance

and long-term storage of memory. This suggests that

enhancement of reconsolidation, like the enhancement

of consolidation, may lead to strengthened memory

[37,53,54,55��].

This basic protocol has also been used to study the

enhancement of memory after retrieval of both fear

and appetitive Pavlovian conditioning. In fear memories,
www.sciencedirect.com
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Mechanisms of reward-memory reconsolidation. Signaling molecules and possible pathways, underlying reconsolidation of appetitive memories. Solid

symbols represent proteins with an identified role in reconsolidation. In some cases, the pathways have also been identified (solid arrows). Dashed

arrows represent possible pathways by which kinases may mediate reconsolidation. Pale pink symbols represent interacting proteins that may define

roles and pathways underlying reconsolidation (Abbreviations: pPKA, phosphorylated protein kinase A; pCaMKII, phosphorylated calcium modulated

kinase II; pERK, phosphorylated extracellular regulated kinase; AKAP, A kinase anchoring protein; pCREB, phosphorylated Cre-response element

binding protein; CBP, CREB binding protein; Egr1, early growth response protein 1; CDK, cylin-dependent kinase 5; AC, adenylyl cyclase; cAMP,

cyclic AMP; NMDAR, N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor; GluA1, AMPA subunit glutamate receptor 1; bAR, beta-adrenergic receptor; Ca2+, calcium).
activation of PKA after memory reactivation causes

enhanced reconsolidation and increased fear [53]. Sim-

ilarly, D-cycloserine enhances cocaine seeking after retrie-

val of drug-associated memories [37] possibly via

increased levels of retrieval associated Egr1. In humans,

repeated retrieval [56��] and GABA receptor manipula-

tions can also enhance memory [9�]. That reconsolidation

can be enhanced further supports the likelihood that this

process acts to stabilize and store memories after retrieval.

Furthermore, this finding suggests that in some circum-

stances, memories could continue to be strengthened

after retrieval in the absence of further training trials.

Environmental and genetic events that cause upregula-

tion of mechanisms underlying reconsolidation might be

one situation in which ongoing memory enhancement

may occur.

There are several important caveats to this interpretation.

It is noteworthy that inhibition of neither b-adrenergic

receptors [23,57,58] nor NMDARs [24] always disrupt

reconsolidation. These differences may be due to the

route of administration (e.g. [57]), task specificity (e.g.

[24]) or reinforcer (e.g. ethanol [58]). Additionally there
www.sciencedirect.com 
are relatively little data on signaling molecules and path-

ways in reconsolidation of food, sucrose, and drug-

reinforced tasks; thus it remains possible that the pattern

of activation is very different from that of consolidation.

What is stabilized during reconsolidation?
Evidence for altered behavioral responses after a non-

reinforced reactivation trial is commonly interpreted as

reflecting changes to the memory. However, it is not clear

as to what aspect of the memory is modified. The original

formulation of reconsolidation stated that disruptions of

reconsolidation were disruptions of the CS-US associ-

ation or the content of the memory [6]. There is evi-

dence, however, that disruptions of reconsolidation

primarily disrupt affective, rather than associative

aspects of Pavlovian memories. Studies of fear condition-

ing using human subjects demonstrated that disruption

of reconsolidation  specifically abolished affective and

sympathetic responses to the CS, without affecting

associative or declarative memory [14,59��]. The

enhancement of memory after retrieval may similarly

represent a change in the emotional/motivational com-

ponents (Figure 3).
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2013, 23:573–580
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Figure 3
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Hypothetical enhancement of affective aspects of memory during reconsolidation. (a) Dysregulation of signaling mechanisms underlying

reconsolidation may lead to the reiterative and cumulative enhancement of drug-associated memories. The conditioned response (CR) increases

throughout training (CS-US trials). If strengthened by reconsolidation, CR will continue to increase after reactivation (CS alone) trials. (b). During

training, both associative (blue) and affective (red) (e.g. emotion, motivation) components of memory increase with CS-US trials, and both contribute to

increases in CR (black). During reconsolidation, it is possible that affective components are preferentially enhanced, leading to increased CR without

increased associative strength.

Adapted from [76].
There is some evidence that affective aspects of memory,

such as motivational and rewarding properties, can be

experimentally distinguished from associative aspects,

such as expectation and approach in animal models

[18]. For example, Pavlovian to Instrumental Transfer

(PIT) is believed to assess incentive motivational proper-

ties of the CS. Using these models, it appears that

affective and motivational properties of the CS can be

disrupted by memory reconsolidation [18,60]. Additional

evidence suggests a distinction between the motivational

components of drug-associated memories, which are dis-

rupted after nucleus accumbens manipulations, and

associative components which are mediated by the baso-

lateral amygdala [39]. Many studies have shown parallel

signaling changes in signaling in BLA and nucleus accum-

bens after retrieval, however these findings suggest that

different brain regions may mediate differential aspects of

memory during reconsolidation.
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2013, 23:573–580 
It has also been proposed that a primary role of reconso-

lidation in memory is the updating of old memories

[10,61]. For example, sensory and emotional information

about the CS and contextual cues might be incorporated

into the original memory trace. This hypothesis is yet to

be examined in detail; however, there is some evidence

that memories only become labile after retrieval if some

new information is present [62]. In line with this, some

studies have shown when the outcome of CS presentation

is predictable, either because the CS was followed by a

US at test [63] or because subjects were explicitly

instructed that the US would not be presented after

the CS [64] then reconsolidation is not induced. Other

studies, however, have demonstrated disruption of recon-

solidation when a training trial is used as reactivation [65].

Additionally, nonassociative memories, such as object

recognition, are subject to reconsolidation [66], and in

these tasks reactivation is independent of prediction. It
www.sciencedirect.com
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remains possible that there is a requirement for new

information without a requirement for a prediction error.

Rather, the presentation of a CS in a new context (as is

standard in cued-fear conditioning), or changing the

number of trials, may be sufficient ‘new information’ to

trigger reconsolidation. How — and under what con-

ditions — new information is required for destabilization

of the original memory and reconsolidation after retrieval

is a subject of ongoing study. Nonetheless, whether such

updating of memories is due to reconsolidation, where the

original memory trace is changed, or consolidation, where

a new memory is linked to existing trace, remains con-

troversial [67].

Here, a clearer understanding of the molecular mechan-

isms required for reconsolidation will allow for a cleaner

dissection of which aspects of memory are becoming

labile after retrieval, whether affective or associative

processes are primarily targeted during manipulation of

reconsolidation, and whether incorporation of new infor-

mation more closely resembles reconsolidation or con-

solidation.

Role of reconsolidation in addiction
Enhancement of memory after retrieval supports the

hypothesis that reconsolidation is a real, specific process

that maintains, strengthens, and possibly updates mem-

ory. These findings also raise the possibility that dysfunc-

tional reconsolidation processes might also be involved in

the etiology of disorders including addiction. For

example, repeated drug use and chronic alterations to

signal transduction may cause ongoing strengthening of

memory. Here, continuing to strengthen memories after

retrieval, repeated over long periods of time, could lead to

strong, intrusive memories that are resistant to extinction.

There is some support for this hypothesis. Postretrieval

cocaine also enhances reward-related memories [68], and

chronic exposure to psychostimulants increases reward-

related learning, via cyclic AMP (cAMP) second messen-

ger pathways [69,70], and DFosB [71]. Given the sim-

ilarities of PKA/CREB signaling in consolidation and

reconsolidation [33], these long-lasting drug-induced

adaptations may mediate ongoing strengthening of drug

related memories and thereby compulsive, extinction-

resistant memories.

Reconsolidation may also play a role in incubation of

craving [72]. Here, ERK plays a critical role in both

incubation [73] and reconsolidation of drug-related mem-

ory [33,34]. Currently the relation of incubation to recon-

solidation is unclear, however, it remains possible that

incubation reflects the enhancement of memory after

spontaneous (non cued) retrieval of drug-related memory

[74]. Finally, there is some evidence that memories can

be enhanced after retrieval in humans [75�], further

supporting the possibility that dysregulation of cellular
www.sciencedirect.com 
and molecular mechanisms may lead to ongoing strength-

ening of memory and potentially cause dysfunctional

emotional and behavioral responses, a hallmark of several

psychiatric disorders.

In considering how and why some memories become

abnormally strong and others do not, it may be important

to distinguish the role of reconsolidation in normal mem-

ories versus pathological memories. Under normal con-

ditions, reconsolidation may act to update and maintain

memories. In contrast, under altered conditions due to

acute or chronic drug use, stress, or genetic predisposi-

tion, reconsolidation may act to enhance memories [76]

contributing to persistent drug-related memories. The

possibility that chronic drug use may cause abnormal,

rigid memories may also explain the lack of behavioral

and cognitive flexibility, impaired plasticity, and resist-

ance to extinction observed in addiction [1,2].

Molecular mechanisms may provide a
framework for understanding reconsolidation
Elucidating the molecular mechanisms of reconsolidation

is an important step toward understanding the long-term

storage and ongoing maintenance of memory. Thus far,

our limited understanding of the mechanisms underlying

memory reconsolidation has generated some insight into

the nature of this process. The apparent similarity of

signaling underlying reconsolidation and consolidation

suggests that there is also a functional concordance of

these mechanisms. That is, reconsolidation is likely

required for the ongoing storage — or possibly updat-

ing — of memory. Most research has focused on the

possibility that maladaptive memories can be disrupted

after retrieval, and the possibility for intervention

[1,2,15,16�]. Alternatively, dysregulation of reconsolida-

tion may lead to strengthening of memory leading to

abnormal behavioral and emotional responses.

Many outstanding questions about the nature and role of

reconsolidation remain. For example, what aspects of

memory are targeted by reconsolidation? There is some

evidence that disruption of reconsolidation in fear mem-

ories preferentially disrupts emotional responses, while

leaving associative aspects of the memory intact. Other

studies, however, suggest that declarative components of

memory can also be disrupted. Initial evidence suggests

the molecular and regional specificity of these processes.

Careful separation of the behavioral, neural circuitry, and

molecular mechanisms underlying disparate facets of

reconsolidation will be required to fully determine which

aspects of memory are targeted by reconsolidation. A

related question is whether reconsolidation — or conso-

lidation — is responsible for updating memory. To

address this controversy, it will be important to determine

if retrieval leading to reconsolidation requires the same

cells as initially activated or that are responsible for

memory storage. Here, overlapping populations would
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2013, 23:573–580
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suggest an updating mechanism for reconsolidation,

whereas distinctive populations may suggest a new learn-

ing process.

Addressing both of these questions will require delinea-

tion of the signaling pathways and molecular networks

activated during reconsolidation, and comparison with

those underlying consolidation. Although the field is only

beginning to understand what individual proteins are

involved in these processes, a more comprehensive view

will provide targets for intervention, and a novel insight

into how dysfunctional signaling networks can lead to

maladaptive memories, emotions, and responses.

At this stage, the majority of studies have utilized inhibi-

tors of receptors, kinases, and IEGs to examine mechan-

isms underlying reconsolidation of appetitive and drug-

related memories. These findings have implicated several

pathways and a number of proteins in memory reconso-

lidation. Importantly, in addition to suggesting utility for

disruption of reconsolidation for addiction [1,2,16�], these

findings support the perspective that drugs of abuse

might alter normal memory maintenance. Thereby,

enhancements of signaling pathways due to exposure

to drugs of abuse, other environmental effects such as

stress, or genetic predisposition may play a significant role

in the reiterative and cumulative strengthening of mem-

ories, and persistent behavioral and emotional responses

in disorders including PTSD and addiction.
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